
PIG MAIL ART DADA BAUDHUIN SIMON 
 

 

CUANDO SOLICITAMOS A TIZIANA 
BARACCHI QUE NOS CONTARA SU 
EXPERIENCIA  DENTRO DEL MAIL ART. SU 
RESPUESTA FUE: 
Da Lio/Baracchi escribió: 
Ecco ancora. 
Ciao e grazie:vanno bene? 
Baudhuin with Tiziana Baracchi and 
(in frame) with Giancarlo Da Lio. 
TIZIANA BARACCHI 30/06/08 

Y a continuación nos envió dos fotos en 
recuerdo de Pig DaDa (Baudhuin 
Simon). Sirva pues este testimonio de 
homenaje a quien nos dejó  en Marzo del 



2006. Aprovecharemos la ocasión para 
pasaros algunos de los escritos que sobre 
mail art nos dejos en 
http://frips.be/pigdadaonmailart.htm 

Debemos decir que Badhuin Simon era 
un auténtico documentalista del mail art 
y un verdadero estudioso de los 
elementos que giran en torno a este 
movimiento. 

 

  

Baudhuin Simon 

En recuerdo a nuestro amigo y 
colega... 
In memory of our friend and 
colleague... 
(August 29, 1947 / March 9, 
2006) 

. 
http://www.vorticeargentina.com.ar/noticias/ 

- 
----- Original Message ----- 

From: Sztuka Fabryka 
Sent: Saturday, March 11, 2006 10:55 AM 

Subject: (",) Baudhuin Simon 
I received today the news that Belgian mail-artists Baudhuin Simon has passed away on Thursday 9 March. I was 
not in contact with him the past years, due to reasons, but as a great wise man said. Every person who dies is 
another museum burned down. Will remember the good moments. I haven't got any information of cause of death 
as he has died very young, I believe he must be mid fifties and was living a very healthy life. Greetings, Geert 
- 
From: David Hunter  

 

http://frips.be/pigdadaonmailart.htm 

Pig Dada at home in Habay-la-Neuve, may '2005 



Although Pig Dada has always been very sceptical 
about the internet and computers in general, he 
appreciated us putting his texts online. 

 

Baudhuin y Giancarlo Da Lio 

March 9th, 2006, the day of his sudden death, he 
posted, in Liege(B), his last envelope to Frips, 
containing corrections of the articles we had 
published on these pages not long ago. He added 
more publications, and asked us to publish them. 

So we will, and we shall keep these pages alive in 
his memory. 

But remember Baudhuin Simon and think of what he 
hand-printed on his mail-art: 

On these pages I present some texts which Baudhuin 
Simon (Pig Dada) wrote on mail-art. All the texts 
are written in French but in the future I may 
bring them in English or another language too, 
though they look hard to translate. 



More texts will be added from time to time. Please 
check for updates. 

  

Con Tiziana Baracchi 

  

This is what Pig Dada wrote:  

MAIL ART  
April 2000   

First chronic contribution the theme OF THE WORLD-
WIDE RESEAU D' ECHANGE D' POSTAL ART 

  

The world-wide network of exchanges of postal art 
is so so, so… that we wonder, we that the 
practices, if this is not an invention of our 
collective imagination.  

Practice " postal art " is to send by the post a, 
creations (création(s)) on required theme… in the 
framework open of a world-wide network called " 
mail art network ". Do postal art, is to mix the 
cultures, the languages, the aesthetic ones, the 
techniques, the mentalities. Do we enrich with 
Moorish differences, lively the troc. All east 



art, nothing n' is art. " Art is not business " 
therefore here not any member card, not any 
contribution, not purchase, not any sale. To try 
it is l'adopter. Everyone has the right of entry 
(…and of exit) free. Z' have a little free time, 
z' like the creation and the communication, z' 
have between 10 and 110 years and especially if 
you do not take yourself for an artist, whatever 
your manner to create your technique, rush.  

  

 

 

THE MAILART NETWORK IS ALIVE 

 



In "RNG Magazine", from april 2000 to june 2003, I 
wrote time by time in French 32 pages (month by 
month except holidays periods) about the Mail Art 
Network. 

Thanks a lot RNG. 

In each column, I add 3 mailart calls for 3 
different countries and a kind of visual poetry 
small size. 
The circulation of these 32 mailart regular 
columns was 7500 each time (32x7500=240 000) 

Baudhuin Simon 

  

MAIL ART  

May 2000 

SECOND CONTRIBUTION CHRONIC ON THE THEME OF THE 
RESEAU WORLD-WIDE D' ECHANGE D' POSTAL ART 

  

 

  

The practice of mail art in the network is a 
corporation phenomenon multicultural that 
fortunately is not fashionable and has nothing to 
see with money. Postal art m' envelops since are 



years (1985 to be precise) …lart is life, life is 
art. A manner, among other, to practice this 
network is to leave d' a request/d' a project/d' 
an invitation/d' a theme - a t' like? (In each of 
my sections, j's' some passes several). C' is 
therefore to create c' is-to-to say: -to play with 
chisel, seal, plug, marker, sticks, pencil, 
pinceau,… -to play with paint, color, matters, 
pictures, photocopies, stamp, envelop, cards, …, -
to play with cassette audio, video, …, -to play 
the hat, play l' entonnoir, …that smokes! One s' 
in fluxus, one feels hobbyhorse …ah hobbyhorse! -
To play on l' envelops, by l' envelops, in l' 
envelops. -To play on the card, by the card, to 
the card, on colis,par packages, inside …3 
dimensions, on the cassette by and in the 
cassette.  

 

And n'oubliez not l'adresse- I some furnish you a, 
ten ?...-et of course go through the post that 
obliterates (the postal tracks be an integral part 
l'oeuvre) and transports. The language of postal 
l'art, c'est a lot l'anglich but the drawing, the 
photo, l'picture, …are also languages. We are part 
of the alternate scene, we do not drown in the 



passive conso: n'obéissons not, let us detach the 
leash, let us create for the pleasure, let us 
exchange in the non)profit; we are not horse of 
the market of l'art. As l'écrit it " mall artist " 
Marielle Tells Toulon- France: " HAS soon in the 
can to the dreams… Good postal adventures ".  

  

Baudhuin Simon 

MAIL ART 

Been 2000  

  

THIRD CHRONIC CONTRIBUTION ON THE THEME OF THE 
WORLD-WIDE NETWORK D' EXCHANGES D' POSTAL ART  

  



 

  

" Sour note it in be ", I will not launch an 
invitation d' postal art on the theme " SEMIRA and 
ROSETTA " or especially on " PAOLA and FABIOLA 
"…what que…les pigs fly.  



 

Con Isabel Jover y Lois Gil Magariños 

  

Why communicate to create with for the network d' 
postal art?  

-Because j's' always was fascinated by l' 
universal postal union, the post, the factor, the 
can to letter. Stamped I am. -Because it is a game 
amusing, free, without obligation. -Because qu' it 
n' there has not any regulations to respect, to 
leaves the regulations posteaux with which ones 
soft let us flirt. -Because qu' it n'y has qu'une 
rule freely chosen or accepted: l' FREE POSTAL 
echange-troc NON-MERCHANT. -Because the network d' 
postal art, him at least, avoid the gallery d' art 
and its sangsues: nothing to see with l' art 
commerce, l' money is absent, it n' there has not 
any participation to pay, not any member card 
paying, nothing to sell, the sale one s' some 
swabs. -Because l' art for all, l' popular, 
democratic art this n' is not l' art élitiste. Non 
L'aristocratie thank-you. Postal L'art n' has not 
price, here, l' art n'est not a merchandise; 



communication, contact, brotherhood are not to 
sell; we are in the present gift. -Because j'ai of 
the ideas and creations to launch, my animalfrère 
travels under the acronym viruses " PIG MALL ART " 
since years. -Because in the " MALL ART NETWORK " 
it n' there has or selection, or jury, or teacher, 
or exclusion, or of return dismissal of the 
œuvres, or professional, or quotations. -Because 
c' is a collective practice, a good friendly slap 
in the back, a friendly ritual.  

 

J's' likes the communication (graphic and other), 
the correspondence, l' direct information, without 
intermediary, brute. -Because c' is a movement and 
qu' it international, linked to the creation to 
the free exchange, to l' offrande, to confidence; 
that works on the principle of the alternate 
connection, on the principle of the of the. -
Because I do not wish flat, moutonnement to 
consume: alone l' postal art allows times of: 1. 
to produce to create, 2. to post therefore to 
distribute, 3. d' obtain-" Thank-you factor ", 4. 
d' to expose, to preserve-achiver-to collect. -
Because l' postal art can break walls, taboos, 
censor, borders, hierarchies; it can create l' 
irony of the rupture, derision, resistance. 
Succumb, you also can enter (free) in this 
network. Start up, essayez,c' is adopted. Humor 
holds holds when you hold us. Entr' other journey, 
entr ' other culture. Do you Défrustrez-vous, 
correspond, correspondansez. Keep contact.  

  

Baudhuin Simon  

pig-mail HOBBYHORSE ART  



71, street d'Hoffschmidt  

B-6720 Habay-it-Nine 

MAIL ART 2000  

December 2000 

  

SEPTIEME CONTRIBUTION - CHRONICLE ON The THEME OF 
The WORLD NETWORK Of POSTAL ART 

 

En Vigo durante el Festival de Acciones Poéticas 
del IES Aquis Celonis en el 2005 

 

Why do you practise postal art? is a question 
which I put in le/mon network; I deposit here in 
your crib some festive answers: 

Gianni Simone 
Italian of Japan and Japanese of Italy: 
"I make postal art because it is a way of 



involving my brain and of making pump my heart, 
because it is a way of sharing ideas and feelings" 

 

En los campos de refugiadps del Sahara 

Wilfrid Nold 
German on his cosmic cross: "Because that 
multiplies my knowledge and my opportunities" 

Gik Juri 
The first Muscovite to have organized a expo of 
postal art in the Ural: 
"Because it is a system of contact between 
creative people; because in this network there is 
an artistic festival ininterompu, independent of 
the market of art; because the term "mall art" is 
associated a revolving set of codes around 
humanistic and noncommercial ideals " 

Bernhard Zilling 
The Berliner at whom them essential things arrives 
by chance: 
"Because I hope on postal art to bring the 
inspiration of thinking of things which do not 
form part of my prospect for the world but of 
those of the others" 

The little dress press 
The small low neckline of Oregon in the USA: 
"to celebrate the transitory one, to communicate 
through a spontaneous creativity" 



Svetlana Mimica 
Voices in disorder of Croatia: 
"Because that brings the world in my house, 
because it is better than the TV." 

 

Vivir y sentir la ecologia 

Ross Jack 
The collagist griffue antigalerist: 
"to please to me, I take part and communicate" 

Toàn Vinh: 
The Vietnamese - Indo-China flow - living in 
Quebec: 
"to establish capacities of connection with 
friends belonging to the same network, going until 
a unification and a deepening of the social 
requests for a way of artistic development 
popular" 

Jean-Marc Rastorfer 
The CAD babao cédok of the Swiss mountains: 
"Because the absence of censure and the will not 
to fall under a process of criticism and judgement 
reinforce freedom" 



Ruggero Maggi 
Amazonian d' Italia: 
"In themselves ecology and postal art contain 
particular positive elements which have an 
irresistible charm, which produces actions... 
bringing purity in our world which is not only 
polluted from a point of view based on the nature 
but which is it also socially, psychologically and 
artistically". 

 

En el IES Aquis Celonis 

Pig Hobby-horse 
Citizen of the oneiric nation of flying wild 
boars: 
"libertarian and underground, the network refuses 
any established organization, any school, 
marketing, the competition, selection, exclusion, 
idolatrism, discrimination, the hierarchies, that 
is to say all the forms of dictatorship. " 

What to answer the pessimists begayeurs who have 
said for more than 10 years that "postal art died 
and is ready for the museums." 

 
Baudhuin Simon 

MAIL ART  

April 2001 

CHRONIC DIXIEME CONTRIBUTION ON The THEME OF The 
WORLD NETWORK Of EXCHANGES Of POSTAL ART 



 

  

BUT WHICH? WHO IS IN EC RESAU? 

Hé well here that appear themselves on the horizon 
of the sky-line: Pascal LENOIR French, Keith BATES 
the anglish, Jean-Claude CAGNON of Canada, Bern 
REICHERT German, Johan EVERAERT of NL Holland, 
Johnny SERVANT BOY Italian of Japan, Clemente 
PADIN of Uruguay, Gik JURI of Russia, Ryosuke 
COHEN, Japanese, Anna BOSCHI of Italy, 
VANDENBROUCKE Flemish, Marylin DAMMANN of 
Michigan, etc... etc... 

  

I YOU IN PRESENTE HOW MUCH? 666? 

They will have each one each one right to defray 
this chronicle at the time of an individualized 
presentation and setting in context... you will 
not even be a really voyeuse/voyor since this 
"other" lends itself to the play. 



 

 

But will know that among us in this network there 
is with female and with the masculine: 

* of the tons of poets * of humanistic * the 
ecologists * women men junior and young old men of 
spirit * of the releases * of the red yellow 
blacks plus some pacifist white * (that 
that?)*pataphysiciens*optimistes*végétariens*empêc
heurs to turn to kill to exploit... in round * 
even mothers and fathers of family (grooms? 
motorists?...) * of the red and black libertarians 
* of nonconventional * of funny of the gigolos * 
from strange abroad * of the merry gays * curious 
utopians * * without shelter (at least one in a 
large capital européene, I am in contact with him 
since ten years) * of which persist and sign * 
naturist * dissenting * collagistes-engraver-
photographer-sculptor-draughtsman-musician-
painter-actor-makers of books lettristes- 
resistant reactors internenettes * * fous(ça it is 
very good) out of mind * third mondists anti 
mondialists * convivial skeptics * * marginal * 
outsiders * hairy bald people crollés- with 
peak... *bonnes with to do everything * 
proletarian * surrealist * anarchistic and 
anarchistic * conceptual * futuristes(ex and 
future) * papes(cherchez the horror) * the 
cultural attache in person of the embassy in gaume 
of the islands Napoleon duchy of Napoleon Islands 
* of the antis and antis (few affluent) * of 
stamped * the admirers * self-educated crudes 
primitivistes- except standards * civils servant 
(well little) * contestestaires * ready mad(e) * 
social graffiteurs * * philosophical * crucifiés 
aerators * (if few) * presidents (except 
magistrature) * ex-future prisoners (medal-
holders) * artists and not artists * of the 
L.H.O.O.Q. * 
dadaists of race and even of goods people, come... 
enter free. / BAUDHUIN SIMON 



 

 
 29 agosto 1947 Namur, Belgio 
   9 marzo 2006 
 
Ho incontrato personalmente per la prima volta 
Baudhuin Simon nel 1992, qui in Italia. Già da 
qualche anno ci conoscevamo attraverso la Mail Art. 
Era già diventato Pig DaDa e fece in proposito una 
performance abbastanza dissacrante. I nostri scambi 
culturali sono durati nel tempo, ad intervalli più o 
meno regolari. 
Ho incontrato  Baudhuin Simon in Germania, nel 
settembre del 2005. Non dimenticherò l’accoglienza 
calorosa che ci riservò all’arrivo: un incontro tra 
artisti, ma soprattutto tra amici di vecchia data. Piani 
e programmi per i prossimi incontri, in Belgio, in 
Italia. 
Ora so invece che lo incontrai per l’ultima volta. 
Ciao Baudhuin! 
 
 Venezia 12 marzo 2006                                    Tiziana 
Baracchi 

  

Baudhuin Simon 
Porcologist pigtural 

PARA VER LA DOCUMENTACION COMPLETA QUE NOS 
OFRECE  
PIG MAIL ART DADA BAUDHUIN SIMON VISITAR 

http://frips.be/pigdadaonmailart.htm 

 
 


